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‘Enjoy the power and beauty of your youth; oh never mind; you 
will not understand the power and beauty of your youth until they 
have faded.
But trust me, in 20 years you’ll look back at photos of yourself 
and recall in a way you can’t grasp now how much possibility lay 
before you and how fabulous you really looked...’

Original – Mary Schmich – Chicago Tribune 1997 – Baz Luhrmann – 1998 ‘Sunscreen’

Dear Alumni – thank you!

I thought I would start this foreword with a small section of a 
certain tabloid passage, which later became a song that a  few of 
you may remember. It is extremely poignant to me as a teacher 
of Physical Education and maybe it is one of the core reasons 
that I love the job that I do. As the years have tumbled by , I have 
been witness to so many amazing moments that capture so many 
individual triumphs. The students in front of me change, but the 
desire of youth to challenge and emulate those who  have gone 
before  them is and has been incredibly inspiring. I feel a definite 
privilege to have been involved, even when it has mainly been as 
just a spectator.  

At this time of year, we have just finished our first whole school 
Inter-house Competition, the Kowloon Tsai Swimming Gala. It has 
grown as a competition in so many different ways. But, at its core, 
it still retains the drive of our student body to challenge itself and 
set new swimming records. This year, five individual records were 
set and two team relays broken. Without maybe fully appreciating 
the legacy that they leave, these individuals have ignited within 
the next cohort of students the ‘KGV’ spirit. I hope you as Alumni 
can look back and with great fondness and enjoy the moments 
that in your time were so special. Coe back in, if you get the 
chance, a few old relics are still abound. It would be a chance to 
say – Thank you.    

Best wishes

Charles Riding
Head of Physical Education

Foreword
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Dear KGV Alumni,

I have thoroughly enjoyed reading the range of interesting 
stories emerging from KGV Alumni and highlighted in this edition.   
Congratulations to Yaz and the Development Team on putting 
together such an impressive magazine.

This term is also filled with events to look forward to.   I always 
enjoy umpiring the annual cricket match between the school and 
Alumni at KCC and they are always excellent opportunities for 
students to test themselves against the wise old heads of the 
Alumni team.  

I am particularly looking forward to the School Disco on November 
18th.   I have seen so many of you get quite emotional when you 
talk about the discos of yesteryear and our aim is to recreate the 
same atmosphere.   We want a packed hall and I know that there 
will be plenty of excellent music, food and drink.   I look forward to 
seeing you there and perhaps sharing the odd dance !

Best wishes

 

Dr Ed Wickins
Executive Principal of the ESF Kowloon Learning Campus
(King George V School, Kowloon Junior School, Jockey Club 
Sarah Roe School)

Executive Principal’s 
Message
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Dear Alumni,

We are coming towards the end of another full and exciting 
year at KGV. I would like to take this opportunity to share a few 
highlights:

• The London alumni reunion in January where I met over 70 
alumni and have had further contact with some since the event.

• The KGV Story – meeting many alumni at KGV and finding out 
more about learning when they were KGV students.

• The focus on the visible identity of the school including projects 
to promote that KGV celebrates diversity as international school, 
has a rich heritage, is an IB World School and a Coaching School. 
The school song will soon be visible around the school!

• The completion of the heritage trail around the school – come 
and have a tour and follow the trail and see how much you know 
about KGV School.

• The iconic clock tower repairs. Many thanks to the generous 
donation from KGV alumni Ian and Hugh Dow for making this 
happen.

I hope to meet many more alumni next year and if you haven’t 
visited the school in a while, come and see what has changed 
and how you can reconnect with the school.

Best wishes

Judy Cooper
Head of KGV

Head of KGV’s Message
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School Event Updates

Interschools Equestrian Finals

On 16th April KGV had 2 Equestrian teams competing in 
the HKEF Inteschools Equestrian Finals at Lo Wu.  Around 
40 schools initially entered this competition saw the best 
4 teams in both lower and higher division compete for the 
tile of Champion Team for 2016. KGV had a team qualify 
for the first time in the lower division and ended up in 2nd 

ESF Marketing Competition

Teams of students in Year 12 studying Business and Economics competed 
against all ESF schools – 84 competitors altogether.  The teams were 
challenged by Uber to plan and execute a campaign to increase the 
number of female drivers in their cars across Hong Kong. 
 The day was sponsored by Uber who we cannot thank enough for their 
generosity in the execution of the competition and the prizes for the 
winning team, a KGV thank you! 
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place behind the very strong RCHK.  Aiden rode well in the dressage gaining a 3rd place ribbon. Our 
higher division team rode exceptionally well to win the competition beating SIS, GSIS and HKIS.  As 
winners of this competition this KGV team win a week of training at the famous Ingestre Stables in 
Staffordshire in the UK.

Hair Donation Drive

On 30th April volunteers, including 1 parent, 1 alumni, 2 
teachers, 25 young ladies plus 1 young man, kindly donated 
their locks of hair to support The Little Princess Trust, a 
UK based charity that makes wigs for children with hair 
loss due to cancer treatments. (If you wish to check out the 
videos, please visit https://www.facebook.com/KGVCSC). 

The two main reasons behind this initiative are to raise awareness towards the amazing work that 
the charities do to serve the cancer patients and to collect funds to support them. Through the 
collective efforts from the KGV community, CSC successfully collected a total of $12,000 to donate 
the money raised to support two charities: The Little Princess Trust and The Hong Kong Anti-
Cancer Society. 

Fundraising Initiative for Japan & 
Ecuador

After the devastating events that took place in Japan and 
Ecuador, a group of King George V students decided to 
raise money to support the Red Cross in their emergency 
relief. In two weeks, the students managed to organise a 

cohesive range of interactive fundraising activities. This included making and selling green ribbons, 
as green is the colour for natural disaster awareness, sharing a range of informative presentations, 
and organising a flag painting event. The whole school got involved, and students showed their 
support by buying ribbons and adding their handprints to the two flags. In total, a sum of $5,707.50 
HKD was raised within only a week of fundraising. 
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place behind the very strong RCHK.  Aiden rode well in the dressage gaining a 3rd place ribbon. Our 
higher division team rode exceptionally well to win the competition beating SIS, GSIS and HKIS.  As 
winners of this competition this KGV team win a week of training at the famous Ingestre Stables in 
Staffordshire in the UK.

ESF Chef of the Year

The final of the ESF Chef of the Year competition was hosted at Sha Tin 
College, and the KGV team had to compete with finalists from Sha Tin, 
South Island, West Island, Discovery College and Island school.Students 
had to create dishes based on the theme of and inspired by ‘Street Food’ 
and once again, the quality of the dishes was overwhelming. Professional 
chefs from Hong Kong, as well as Belinda Greer, CEO of ESF, judged 

the dishes and commented on the high quality of taste and presentation shown by all competitors. KGV team 
came 2nd place, with Danielle and Nishani claiming ‘best main dish in the competition’. Congratulations on their 
achievement!
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KLC Special Olympics

The 2016 KLC Special Olympics was held on the 6th of May on the 
KGV sports grounds from 12.30pm to 2.15pm. This event was designed 
exclusively by the Year 13 BTEC Sport students of KGV as part of their 
unit: Organising Sports Event with the aim of including all students with 
special needs from Jockey Club Sarah Roe School (JCSRS), KGV’s 
Learning Support Centre (LSC) and Kowloon Junior School’s student 

helpers as well as house captains, competing in an afternoon of fun and meaningful physical education activities, 
demonstrating their passion for sport.

KGV U12 Boys Rugby

ESF U12 boys took the shield at the HKFC soccer sevens in May. 8 KGV 
boys were in the team.They played 7 games against HK U12 teams and 
only conceded 2 goals in the whole tournament.

KGV Boys include: Lucas del Bianco, Riki Bayanin, Emilian Pitts, Oliver 
Stowe, Samuel Wixon, Rio Wey, Roman Davies, Braydon Lisboa.

Year 9 Experience Workshop

On 2nd June, students worked with two engineers, Dr 
Richard Colwill from BMT Asia Pacific and KGV alumna 
Amie Shuttleworth from Cundall.  The duo explained the core 
skills needed to work effectively as a group. With a sense of 
cool humour, star of the show, Richard, also gave examples JU

N

of projects they had both worked on. He expounded on working with limits or “constraints” but also 
making the best of available resources and creating a fruitful masterpiece. 

Once the elucidation was complete, students were given the task to create a weather-proof cover for 
the field basketball courts with given materials only (a scornful few materials; sticks, tape, etc) over 
the course of three hours to make a three-dimensional model with our cover design for the basketball 
courts on a thick Styrofoam sheet. For the last one hour, after returning to the hall, students shared 
our project work with Dr Colwill and the teachers and they evaluated it with added comments (both 
positive and negative!).”
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Anthony Mosse

Born and raised in Hong Kong, the 
swimmer won a bronze medal for 
New Zealand at the 1988 Seoul 
Olympics – eight years before Lee 
Lai-shan’s gold in windsurfing. 
It had not been long since his father 
– Cathay Pacific pilot Peter Mosse – 
had passed away. 

Mosse was grieving, he had no 
coach and he was alone. With the 
1988 Seoul Olympics around the 
corner, it was hardly the best physical 
and mental preparation for a young 
man who had waited almost two 
decades for his moment, ever since 
he first splashed into the pool of the 
United Services Recreation Club in 
Kowloon.

In times of hardship, though, family 
love can lift you from the abyss, no 

matter how deep. It was a love he 
could feel emanating from thousands 
of miles away in New Zealand and 
it came with a message: His father 
would not have wanted him to quit.
Weeks later, Mosse climbed out of 
the Olympic indoor pool in Seoul after 
the men’s 200 metres butterfly final. 
He found his mother, Joy, and laid 
his head on her shoulder. He was 
physically, mentally and emotionally 
exhausted. And he had just won the 
bronze medal.

His father would have been proud. 
New Zealanders were proud and 
Hong Kong was proud. He was Hong 
Kong’s “first” Olympic medallist. He 
may have been representing New 
Zealand but his story started here 
and Hong Kong swimming is claiming 
him.

While Mosse is a proud Kiwi, he 
owes much to his upbringing in Hong 
Kong, where he attended Kowloon 
Junior Primary School and then 
spent a few years at King George V 
School. 

“It was not the colour [of the medal] I 
wanted,” said Mosse. “I was ranked 
in the top three in the world and I had 
every belief that I would be able to 
win. Then my father became sick and 
I left training in Canada, went down 
to New Zealand and spent a week 
there between the hospital, home 
and the pool. I made the decision to 
return to my training for the Olympics 
in Canada and one week later, my 

dad died. It broke my confidence and 
preparation.”

At the time, Mosse was training with 
a Canadian Olympic coach and 
travelled with the Canada squad to 
Salt Lake City in Utah. However, 
once there, the coach was told that 
Mosse was unable to train with him 
because he was a competitor to one 
of the Canadian butterfly swimmers.

“I could not stay in their camp,” 
he said. “I had to stay on my own 
in a dormitory usually used by ski 
instructors in the winter, and on my 
way down the mountain to the pool 
I would receive pieces of paper with 
the workout written on it.”

To make matters worse, once Mosse 
reached Seoul, he had a parting with 
the coach, who he said appeared to 
be under huge stress because his 
swimmers were failing to perform.
“So, I had no coach and no dad,” said 
Mosse, who was the only swimmer in 
that squad to win a medal.

During the race Mosse, who had 
reached two finals at the Los Angeles 
Olympics four years earlier, appeared 
set for the silver medal behind 
peerless German Michael Gross, but 
was caught in the last few metres by 
Denmark’s Benny Nielsen.

Still, it was an amazing performance 
given his circumstances – something 
he didn’t realise until he retired 
two years later after winning his 

Courtesy of Nazvi Careem  & South China Morning Post

KGV Olympian

Image Source: Reuters

Image Source: Reuters
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Vivian Kong (HKG)
Fencing
Shatin College Alumnus

News Clipping:
http://goo.gl/h9Uhyf 
or SCAN the code

Melanie Wilson (GBR)
Rowing
Island School Alumnus

News Clipping:
http://goo.gl/PDWov2
or SCAN the code

Hannah Wilson (HKG)
Swimming
Island School Alumnus
Teacher at KGV

ESF Olympians

Cynthia Eager – a former swimmer 
who competed for Hong Kong in 
its first ever Olympics in 1952. She 
attended King George V School 
back in the 1950s.Cynthia died in 
1996 in Oregon with the family and 
her 3 sons around her”.

In memory 
of 

Cynthia Eager

second 200m butterfly gold at 
the Commonwealth Games in his 
beloved Auckland.

 “I used the challenges in Seoul as 
reasons to succeed and not excuses 
to fail,” he said. “So the medal now 
feels like a real blessing given the 
pressure I was under. It did represent 
a career’s worth of effort.”

Mosse, now 51, was the second 
New Zealander to win a medal at 
the Seoul Olympics, just two days 
after Paul Kingsman took bronze in 
the men’s 200m backstroke. Before 
that, the country had gone 36 years 
without a pool medal since Jean 
Stewart won bronze in the women’s 
100m backstroke in Helsinki 1952.

Mosse says that he can now look 
back at his swimming career with 
pride and happiness, having come to 
terms with what he had achieved.
“Yes, I’m at peace with myself,” he 
said. “As I get older, I can see what it 
means when someone says that was 
a great Olympic medal.

“People are now fascinated with 
it and you can see that it means 
something.”

Mosse also maintains fond memories 
of the city he was born and raised 
in and, though a Kiwi through and 
through, he has no issue with Hong 
Kong claiming a piece of him.
“I have great memories of Hong 
Kong,” said Mosse, whose primary 
school teacher was Monica Reeve, 
the mother of former England and 
Hong Kong cricketer Dermot Reeve.

Image Source: Wenweipao

Image Source: SCMP

Image Source: The Sun (HK)
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Class 
Note

This is a photo provided by Nora 
Waski. She would like to contact 
her Domestic Science teacher 
from 1973, Mrs. Lonsdale. 
Please contact the Community 
Development Office if you could 
provide any information.

Bruce Gordon, the former KGV 
student who was an eyewitness to 
the attack on Pearl Harbor, shared 
his story with writer and KGV 
teacher Paul Letters on how he 
have thwarted a Soviet strike on 
China. Please visit this link http://
goo.gl/J1K8m7 or scan the below 
code to read more.

Nora Waski 
Class of 1974

Bruce Gordon
Class of 1949

My name is Christine O’Donnell.
Maiden name Willis.My father 
was in the R.A.F. and we lived on 
Prince Edward Road.Between 
1961 and 1962. I was at King 
George v School during that time.I 
am going to be on a short visit 
to Kowloon from Saturday 9th 
July and leaving Monday about 
one o’clock.11th July.my friend 
and I will be staying at the Royal 
Plaza Hotel Prince Edward Road.
It would be wonderful if I could 
come and visit the school.We 
have only booked a half day tour 
which includes Victoria peak on the 
Sunday.I don’t suppose their is any 
chance that their are records of 
pupils attending the school during 
these two years.It would have 
been nice to find out my address 
on Prince Edward Road.As I don’t 
remember.I was only 11 at that 
time.Only know I could see St 
Teresa’s church from the roof.My 
sister said the Hospital was behind 
the apartments.I am so looking 
forward to coming back.

I attended KGV during 1956/1957 
(1st Form, I believe it was called 
then)...time indeed flies by.. 

As a real “longshot”, I wonder, 
please, if you have any contact 
information for Ramesh 
Shamdasani and Jon Tangeras--
two friends of mine at the time.

I really appreciate if you could help 
me locate these friends please.
Thank you...and perhaps one day I 
might visit again.

Christine 
O’Donnell
Class of 1962

Sandy E. Toochin
Class of 1957

When asked about her relationship 
with her friends from KGV, Joy says 
“it is so interesting, that though we 
are all in either our 70s or 80s, it is 
as if it were yesterday that we were 
all together in Hong Kong, and are 
in touch very frequently, sharing 
news and photographs. We know of 
each other’s families, children and 
grandchildren and what is going 
on in their lives!! KGV was a very 
special school, and still is, obviously, 
from looking round the people who 
went to the London reunion and 
seeing the delight when they met up 
their school “mates” again.

Joy Hall Tipping 
nee Ford
Class of 1951

In Memory 
of

Peter Strange
Class of 1958
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Susan Gaulter nee Wright was at 
KGV School from 1968 to 70 in 
the Crozier House. She has fond 
memories of KGV and her friends 
from school-Jamillah Tyebkhan 
and Charmaine Bartlett Susan 
now live near Bath in England. As 
for updates in 2015: – became a 
grandmother as of 10th June 2015 
and had a Japanese translation 
of mine published in the historical 
novel of a local Japanese writer 
-  but hardly groundbreaking 
news, and anyway I have not 
featured so far in the KGV news. A 
photo provided from Susan. (The 
girls are Jamillah Tyebkhan and 
Charmaine Bartlett.)

I run my own business repairing 
and maintaining vintage and 
classic cars. Since I left school I 
have been engaged in mechanical 
engineering, mostly to do with cars 
and motorcycles. I did work as a 
professional musician for a number 
of years and then came back to 
fixing cars when an opportunity to 
concentrate on Vintage cars arose.

I also do a bit of writing and I 
am a published poet and have 
represented HK at festivals 
and conventions in Macau, 
The Philippines, China, Egypt, 
Singapore, Vietnam, The U.S.A. 
and  Colombia. I am Editor at 
Large for  ‘Rewind’ a classic car 
magazine published in Singapore. 
I was until 2008 a director of The 
Hong Kong International Literary 
Festival, having worked on the 
organising team since the first 
event in 2000, currently I am 
on the organising and selection 
committee of the Baptist University 
of Hong Kong’s International 
Writer’s Workshop.

I left school with a few O-levels but 
finally got an honours degree in 
Western Arts and Humanities from 
the HK Open University, majoring 
in History and Philosophy.

David McKirdy
Class of 1974

Susan Gaulter
Class of 1970

Suzanne Copeland studied at KGV 
School from 1964 to 69. Her father 
was working for the HK Telephone 
Co at the time. Her brother Robert 
Copeland started at KGV then 
moved to the Island School when it 
opened as it was nearer to where 
they lived in Bowen Road, Mid-
Levels.

Suzanne now lives in Dorset 
England and is in touch with 
our alumni office over email 
correspondence, helping our 
officers improve their typing skills. 
Suzanne is excellent in shorthand 
& typing – she can still type 76 
wpm without any errors. She says, 
“Typing skills are no longer taught, 
hence people getting RSI & wrist 
problems.  I worked in a primary 
school & ran an afterschool club 
for children who wanted to learn to 
type correctly - the children were 
impressed that I did not look at the 
keys & how fast my fingers worked!” 
Suzanne also shares her fond 
memories of her time at KGV 
School with us and is looking 
forward to having an alumni reunion 
in the Dorset county area. 
We thank her very much for sharing 
her expertise with us!

Suzanne 
Copeland Finch
Class of 1969

Jeremy Tromp 
Class of 1987
I started Bounce in Hong Kong 
because I wanted to do something 
that would make my new daughter 
proud.  I grew up here and as a 
kid I loved trampolining but it was 
very hard to find places to jump 
in Hong Kong.  So I wanted to 
make sure my daughter and all 
her new school friends would have 
somewhere to play!
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I am a doctor and qualified 
specialist in the field of 
Ophthalmology. My job 
description is that of a Medical 
Superintendent of a small 
hospital (my own) with 15 indoor 
beds and one OPD in which 
I double up as the Resident 
Medical Officer. I was born in 
Malaysia and spent my childhood 
from age 1 to 18 in HK. I studied 
at St Andrew’s kindergarten on 
Nathan Road thence through 
Kowloon Junior School on 
Perth Street and finally KGV. 
In between I was at boarding 
schools - St Paul’s School in 
Darjeeling ,India and later in 
what was known as Haileybury 
Imperial Services College (one 
of the Old Public Schools in 
England). I finished my schooling 
from KGV. If you feel I could be of 
any service I am free today since 
our mega-reunion is not offering 
any activities during the day. 

Indra Shee 
Class of 1977

I left KGV in the class of 2011. I was 
given the opportunity to shadow 
and learn from people in the 
industry before going to university 
in London at MET film school out of 
Ealing studios. I studied there on a 
year practical film making diploma 
with the initial idea of doing for 
the bachelor degree there. During 
my time I got an internship doing 
motion capture at Andy Serkis’ 
company the Imaginarium. While 
I’m not credited as I was only an 
intern, I helped out while they 
worked on Godzilla and several 
other titles and video games. 

As the 1 year diploma ended I had 
an opportunity arise to work doing 
post production here in Hong Kong. 
Knowing what the industry is like I 
jumped and worked on local Hong 
Kong films as well as a few German 
action movies. 

In the wake of that, I started my 
own company called Wylde color, 
where I worked on the finishing 
of commercials, documentary, 
short and feature length films for 
companies such as the Wall Street 
journal, Shaw Studios and TVB. 

Austen Stark
Class of 2011

Austen Stark
Class of 2011

After a year and a half of running 
Wylde color, I took the leap out of 
post production into directing and 
producing content, I spent 3 months 
employed by the New Zealand 
government filming a documentary 
about the district town of Wairoa. 

Shortly after returning to Hong Kong 
I worked on several social and web 
campaigns that caught the attention 
of Sport Illustrated Asia, where I 
later worked as a videographer and 
editor for projects involving famous 
local athletes in Asia. 

My current company studio box, 
which has 2 other KGV alumni 
students as well as 2 senior 
teachers who have worked with 
HBO Asia . The discovery channel, 
National Geographic, the BBC, 
Channel 4 and the list goes on! 

We look to bridge the gap between 
IB and A level courses to university 
level and introductory level roles in 
companies. Our aim is to elevate 
students and provide them with the 
start to their Film and TV showreels 
for applications to university or 
creative companies that help 
demonstrate their abilities as a film 
maker and a creative. 
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Alan Sihoe
Class of 1989
Hi! I’m Alan Sihoe, and I graduated 
from KGV in 1989.

Since KGV, I studied Medicine at 
Cambridge University and then 
trained to be a Cardiothoracic 
Surgeon for a number of years in 
England and Scotland. I returned 
to Hong Kong and worked first at 
the Prince of Wales Hospital and 
then the Queen Mary Hospital. I 

am currently a Clinical Associate 
Professor of the Department of 
Surgery at the University of Hong 
Kong, specializing in Minimally 
Invasive Thoracic Surgery. I treat 
major chest diseases such as 
lung cancer – which means you 
probably do not want to have to 
see me professionally! Besides 
Hong Kong, I also spend much 
of my time working in Mainland 
China: as the Chief of Thoracic 
Surgery at the University of Hong 
Kong Shenzhen Hospital, and 
as Guest Professor of Thoracic 
Surgery at the Tongji University 
Shanghai Pulmonary Hospital.

On top of my clinical career caring 
for patients, I teach and conduct 
research at HKU. I am also an 
Editor of a number of international 
medical journals, and a Board 
or committee member of quite 
a few international professional 
associations in surgery. I find 
myself teaching surgery, lecturing, 
or presenting medical research 
around the world almost every 

week, and I reckon I spend only 
20% of all my weekends in Hong 
Kong nowadays. Although I love 
my work as an academic surgeon, 
you cannot imagine how much 
I miss my family when I travel. 
But looking back, I can see that 
my passion about education 
and training students and fellow 
surgeons really began back in 
KGV. The School gave me a great 
head start in life through education, 
and I suppose this is my way of 
giving back to eager learners 
today.

It sounds clichéd, but my KGV 
years were truly some of the 
happiest in my life. Often when 
I dream at night, I still picture 
myself enjoying that simpler life 
of yesteryear. Some of the best 
friends I will ever have were the 
friends I made in KGV. Many of us 
still meet up regularly after all these 
years. And if you are one of the 
friends I have not met in a while, I’d 
sure like to catch up with you now!

Reena Bhojwani 
Class of 2005
Since graduated from KGV, I went 
completed my Bachelor in Creative 
Arts (majoring in Creative Writing 
and minoring in Theatre Studies) at 
the University of Melbourne. After 
that, I have been (and still am) 
working at Elephant Community 
Press in Hong Kong, teaching 
creative writing to kids who share 
my passion (and some that don’t 

realise yet that they have the gift of 
writing within them).

I’ve been an active member of 
the Hong Kong Writers Circle for 
over six years and have published 
6 short stories with them. One 
of them received a review from 
the SCMP, saying “A few authors 
show bestseller potential. Reena 
Bhojwani reveals a yen for chatty 
chick lit with From Mount Olympus: 
Hidden in the Night”... Today, I 
have proudly self published (under 
the name Inspired Muse!) my 
first children’s book: Surprising 
Mrs Rhubarbson. It’s the first in a 
series called: Marble Mangosteen’s 
Good Deed Collection. For more 
information, or to order a copy, 
please visit: www.inspiredmusehk.
com and fill out the online order 
form.  

I graduated KGV in 2000, then 
studied engineering at Cornell 
(Class of 2003). Upon graduation, 
I worked in New York for about four 
years before coming back to HK in 
late 2006. Since returning to HK, 
I’ve been involved with Cornell’s 
undergraduate admissions as an 
alumni interviewer and speaker at 
various events. My career has been 
in financial services (I’m currently 
working for Natixis, a French bank), 
though I have worked with a college 
counseling consultancy in between.

I’d be very interested in 
opportunities to come back and 
speak with existing KGVers’ 
(especially Yr10 and above) after 
school restarts in fall.

Michael Ng 
Class of 2000
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Reunions
Class of 2006 Reunion

- Jennifer Tam, Class of 2006

On 19th March, 60 people gathered at the KGV 
lobby for a special occasion. It had been 10 
years since we graduated from these halls and 
despite the time that has passed, many of us 
returned to the school with a heart full of distinct 
fond memories. We started the reunion with a 
tour of the campus, running our fingers along the 
familiar green marble of Peel Block, and marveling 
at the modern architecture of the drama and 
science buildings. We ducked into our favourite 
hangout spots and admired the current student 
achievements displayed in the hallways.

We finished the evening with a cocktail session 
at Leo’s Cafe. Ed Wickins, Paul Letters and 
Ian Greenfield joined us for drinks and laughs. 
New photos were taken against a backdrop of 
old ones. We had alumni traveling from the US, 
UK, Singapore, Australia and the Philippines to 
be there that evening. All of us had a personal 
and special story to tell about our time here, and 
suddenly 10 years seemed like no time at all. 

Special thanks and mention to Yasmeen, Clara and 
all the staff who helped us organize this reunion. 

LSC Reunion - Jane Angwin and Audrey Jaouen

On Tuesday 23rd August a very special event took place in the Heritage 
Centre.  Alumni from the Learning Support Center and parents gathered 
together as a reunion and in order to remember one of their contemporaries 
who passed away in 2012, Gloria Ng when she was in year 11. A portrait had 
been painted by LSC classmate Adrian Chan, who chose to paint a memorial 
portrait of Gloria as a major assignment in his final degree year at SCAD 
where he was studying Art. Adrian presented the portrait to the school. It 
was framed with a commemorative plaque and is now hung in the Heritage 
Center.  Remembering Gloria was sad, yet there were many happy moments 
to recall about Gloria,  being such a highly valued member of the LSC. We 
were delighted to share the event with Gloria’s parents Mr and Mrs Ng and 
her sister Stephanie who still attends KGV in year 12. We were also able 
to share with the Alumni that thanks to a generous donation from Dr Wu, 
parent of Shawn Wu who left KGV last summer, we are able to award an 
LSC scholarship to one LSC student each year who has shown exceptional 
progress and performance, at speech night each year.

Audrey Jaouen, who was a classmate of Gloria wrote; “This event was for 
Gloria’s memorial and brought together all of the Teachers and students who 
supported her over the years and I feel very sad that we missed her. She 
was a cheerful person. I have known Gloria since when I was a year seven 
and I remember that me and Gloria at Break and lunch time decided who will 
sit next to Catrin who was in a wheelchair. ”

The Alumni were all engaged in exciting activities and it was wonderful for 
staff students and parents to meet up at such a memorable event.
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Mentorship

Natalie Cheung 
Class of 2014

Presently is studying in Graphic 
Design at Central St Martins UAL, 
she left KGV School in 2014. Natalie 
had spent two years labouring 
through a Business and Technology 
Education Council (BTEC) course 
at KGV. She now returns to during 
winter and summer break to mentor 
BTEC students and offering advice 
on life and careers choices.

Calvin Lee Kwan 
Class of 1998

KGV Alumnus Calvin Lee Kwan 
class of 1998 is currently working for 
a leading company in Hong Kong. 
At our higher education fair, he 
shared an inspirational speech with 
our 200 Year12 students. He spoke 
about the journey to university and 
his experiences there, imparting 
some valuable knowledge upon 
our students. Calvin reminds our 
students to not fear failure- to test 
boundaries now and to learn from 
mistakes early. We express our 
sincere gratuity to Calvin for sharing 
his time with us.

Austen Stark 
Class of 2011

Austen is the Director 
of Stark Raven 
Production. He is 
offering a project for 
our Year 9 Experience 
in media production. 
The objective is to 
encourage student’s  
independence in 
project based learning; 
to develop creative, 
entrepreneurial minds 
and challenge students 
to take action, and 
enable real change. 
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Alec Reeve Cricket Match 
at Hong Kong Cricket Club

90s Reunion

KGV Gala 2016
“DISCO NIGHT” 

at KGV

Christmas Fair

London Reunion

Upcoming
Events

SEP
30th

OCT
7th

NOV
18th

DEC
9th

DEC
27th

Book your ticket at https://goo.gl/gKM2e4

London 
Reunion
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PEDAL KART 

DRIVERS NEEDED!!!

201612-13 
NOV
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Please return this form 
and donation to:
Community Development Office,
King George V School, 
2 Tin Kwong Road,
Homantin, Kowloon
Hong Kong

I / We are making a donation to the LION FUND 
in the amount of $______________ .

Donation method:
  Cheque* made payable to “King George V School - Development Fund”
  Direct Bank Payment - HSBC a/c 808-881767-001

For additional information, please contact Yasmeen Ashraf at +852 2760 6602 or yasmeen.ashraf@kgv.edu.hk

(please mail/email/fax your deposit slip to development@kgv.edu.hk,
or fax to 27607116)

*Please note that we are unable to accept foreign cheques under HKD 500 due to processing fees.

I would like my gift to remain anonymous

Name:___________________ Signature:___________________
Organisation (if applicable):______________________________
Address: ____________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Phone Number: _______________Email:___________________
Date:_________________Affiliation:________________________

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING THE LION FUND

LION 
FUND

THE



KING GEORGE V SCHOOL
2 Tin Kwong Road, Homantin, Kowloon, Hong Kong 
Tel: (852) 2711 3029   |   Fax: (852) 2762 9806  |  Email: office@kgv.edu.hk

WWW.KGV.EDU.HK           KING GEORGE V SCHOOL HONG KONG

#kgv_hk


